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Glow Party Balloon Arch 

The QianJia brand of Balloon Factory in China has 

launched a new glow party balloon arch.glow party 

balloon Arch uses the best quality matte balloon, 

the best latex balloon can match the best balloon 

arch set.The Balloon Arch Kit for birthday party 

decorations and illuminated ball parties is a 

transformable kit, as long as there are countless 

variations of the way you craft glow party balloon 

arches, you can completely realize your creativity. 

 

 

Product Description 

In order to help customers decorate the luminous ball party, we focused on the design of the 

glow party balloon arch composed of black balloons and gold balloons. The balloons are 

produced in China by Borun Balloon Factory. They are black matte balloons, gold metal 

balloons and agate metal balloons. 

  

The latex balloons that make up the glow party balloon arch, the customer can choose to 

change the size of the balloon, while we can also provide a variety of saturation balloons for 

different sizes of balloons. Each of the galow party balloon Arches is available from our balloon 

factory, and as long as you like our balloon Arch kit, you can use the Balloon Garland Kit as a 

balloon garland decoration for any party. 

  

If you want to wholesale high quality balloon arch as well as cheap balloon arch, contact us, 

we have a complete balloon factory assembly line and a team fully cooperate with you to 

complete the business, at Borun balloon Factory you can get any help about balloon arches. 

  

Complete team, perfect production, safe shipping of goods, get you into the perfect balloon 

Arch kit.Let me tell you a little secret, now you can get a discount on the wholesale glow party 

balloon arch set.You will be surprised to find cheap and high quality glow party balloon arch. 

 


